INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic response models describe a general class of mathematical models which are determined by a systematic connection of the probability of a response and a latent trait variable. Models of this type are found in various fields of psychology, for example in psychophysics, probabilistic choice behavior theory, the theory of dominance and preference and in mathematical learning theory. The general form of these models, as described in the following, is where Ralo2...n is the response, (al ,..., a,,) E A, x ... x A, is a m-tuple of independent variables, h, ,.y , h, are real valued functions, G is a real valued function and F is a distribution function. The q's might be some feature of the experimental situation, or they might describe the stimuli or the subject. Some examples of this form are the so-called Thurstone-Case-V models, where
WW = W(4 -h(b))
with @ as the standard normal distribution, the BTL-model, as discussed in the following, or the probabilistic version of Additive Conjoint Measurement (Falmagne, 1978) . In these models the existence of scales h,(q) (i = l,..., m) has to be secured through a measurement theory approach in the form of representation theorems. Traditional measurement theory often uses deterministic models (see for example the extensive discussion in Krantz et al., 1971) . Taken in a strict sense, these models must be rejected when one axiom is not fulfilled. In probabilistic measurement these models must be treated as statistical models, and therefore validity must be shown by a goodness of fit HAMERLE AND TUTZ test. An approach to this problem has been proposed by Falmagne (1978) If constraints (axioms) on the B's which secure the existence of the real valued functions h&d,..., h,(a,) and G are found, he estimates, under the restriction that the axioms are fulfilled, B,.,.. .am instead of the scale values h,(q). These estimates are inserted into a theorem of Wilks (1962, p. 419) to test the goodness of fit of the proposed models. The . . apphcatron of this theorem, however, is restricted to the case where the constraints determine a system of linear equations in the 0's.
In the following a general approach to goodness of fit tests for these models is outlined, which is based on the constraints on the response probabilities. The approach does not use Wilks' results and linearity of the system of constraints is not necessary. In addition, an advantage of the proposed method as compared to Wilks' is that ML-estimation of parameters-which is often only possible with numerical methods-is not necessary. There are cases when the interest of the experimenter is not in the actual parameter values, but only in the goodness of fit. In the last sections the method is demonstrated with some probabilistic response models and with empirical data from attention measurement research.
MODELS
WITH Two RESPONSE CATEGORIES-SAME SAMPLE SIZE
FOR EACH EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION
Many models deal with two response categories. This may be in the form of "yes-no" answer, the choice between two alternatives, a problem solved or not solved, or other variations. For each experimental condition which corresponds to a combination of the independent variables A, ,..., A, , the response R,l,z...a, or the response i?a,a,...a, is registered. Test of significance derivation for this case is based on the results of Wald (1943 ), Neyman (1949 and Bhapkar (1966) . Wald considered the following general problem:
Let f(xi ,..., x, , 8, ,..., 0,) be the joint probability distribution of N independent and identically distributed random variables X, , . . . , X,,, with K unknown parameters t?i , . . . , 0,. The parametric space 0 is some subset of the K-dimensional Euclidean space. It is assumed that partial derivations off up to the second order with respect to the 0,'s exist and are continuous and the matrix i,j = I,..., K, is assumed to be positive-definite for all 0 E 0. 
R-RESPONSE MODELS AND VARIABLE SAMPLE SIZE
Sometimes it is impossible to get the same sample size in each experimental condition, possibly because of the experimental design itself or because of the occurrence of "missing values." In these cases Wald's results are not directly applicable.
So in this section the theory is based on Neyman (1949). Again let the hypothesis H,, (i.e., the model) be determined by T independent functions of p G(P) = 0, t = I,..., T (T ,< I(R -1)). and showed that the minimum-xi2 estimates subject to constraints (4.5) are also BAN estimates.
Because the statistics of Wald and Neyman are algebraically equivalent, the results of the former sections are applicable. If R equals 2, the minimum of (4.2) subject to the restrictions (4.5) is given by the test statistic (2.2) in Section 2, where the diagonal elements of S(q) have to be substituted by YiWi -YJ Ni3 ' i = I,..., I.
If R > 2, the minimum is given by the test statistic (3.3) in Section 3, where for the determination of Z-i(p) the matrices Ai (i = l,..., I) have to be substituted by Therefore, if the sample size is not equal, these test statistics can be used to evaluate probabilistic response models. The test statistics have a limiting x2 distribution with T degrees of freedom (Ni + co, N,/N + ci < co, i = l,..., I). The response model has to be rejected if the value of the test statistic is greater then ,&,,r .
SOME MODELS
In this section some probabilistic response models are discussed which will serve to demonstrate the application of the derived goodness of fit tests. The first one, related to the "strict utility model" (Block & Marschak, 1960 ) and the Rasch model (Rasch, 1960 (Rasch, , 1966 , is called "strict latent trait model" and may be generalized without difficulties to multifactorial designs. The second one is a Birnbaum model (see Lord & Novick, 1968, Chaps. 17-20) which involves a special interaction between the factors and is determined by strict unlinear constraints on the response probabilities. The third one is the well-known BTL-model ( see for example Lute & Suppes, 1965 ). Let A and B be sets, and let pij := P(R,$,,) and Z'(fTaibj) = 1 -P(RO .b .) be the response probabilities for the two responses, ROibj and Raib, , in the combination of factors aib,j with ai E A, bj E B. For the following models the existence of a numerical representation which depends upon constraints on the response probabilities is given by representation theorems. The representation theorems can be formulated in various forms. Some kind of representation theorems showing the equivalence of these models to a system of constraints on the response probabilities have been given by various authors, for example by Falmagne (unpublished manuscript, see also Micko (1970)) for th e models in (5.1) and for example by Block and Marschak (1960) Lute (1959) or Lute and Suppes (1965) for the BTLmodel. However, the representation theorems given by these authors are not sufficient for the incorporation into goodness of fit tests. Therefore, in this section modified representation theorems are derived showing the equivalence of the models to a minimal set of constraints and, moreover, the independence of constraints which is essential for the construction of the goodness of fit tests. Proof.
1. If (A, B, P) is a strict latent trait model, the constraints in (5.3) follow immediately. (2) Then, from the constraint C:(p) = 0, which is equivalent to h,(bj)(h,(U,) -h,(bj)) = lij f o 11 ows immediately. Use of the exponential function and solving for pij yields the Birnbaum model. The proof of the independence of the constraints is analogous to that in Theorem (5.2).
Assume that
(5.6) DEFINITION (BTL model). Let A be a set of I objects, and let pii be the probability that object a, is preferred to object aj (i, j = I,..., I; i < j). (A, P) is a BTL model, if there exists a real function h: A -+ R such that for all ai , aj E A, where G(X) = l/(1 + e-"), i, j = I ,..., I; i <j.
Note that Definition (5.6) describes a special type of BTL models, where only (4) comparisons are considered. In some experimental situations, however, another definition of the BTL model, in which also pii's occur, may be expedient. Of course, a representation theorem for the BTL model is well known showing the equivalence of the model to a system of constraints on the response probabilities, given by the "product rule"
Pii Pjk
In the following a modified version is derived, using for the numerical representation a minimal set of independent constraints.
(5.7) REPRESENTATION THEOREM (BTL model). Let (A, P) be as in Dejkition (5.6). Then the following conditions ure equivalent.
(I ) (A, P) is a BTL model. The problem of scale transformations and uniqueness theorems is not relevant for the problem of goodness of fit tests considered here. For this reason uniqueness theorems are not formulated.
However, it should be remarked, that the BTL model and the strict latent trait model yield difference scales whereas the Birnbaum model yields a specific interval scale: admissible transformations of h, , h, , h, are of the type 6. APPLICATIONS TO EMPIRICAL DATA
The goodness of fit of the first two models to empirical data, which are from the field of attention measurement, is evalued below. Schmalhofer (1978) varied combinations of the factors "attention"
and "sensory stress" in a reaction time experiment, and registered the frequencies of correct responses under the various conditions. In a fixed interval of time (variation of the degree of attention), the subject has to determine which of two lamps has been turned off first. The various levels of the factor "sensory stress" and, therefore, the difficulty of the detection task, was controlled by various intervals of time between turning off. The time intervals for the two factors "attention (A)" and "sensory stress (S)" are given in milliseconds. If the Birnbaum model is true, the statistic is asymptotically distributed as x2 with 6 degrees of freedom. With a x2 of 15.76 the hypothesis of the adequacy of a strict latent trait model had to be rejected. However, postulating the Birnbaum model resulted in a ~2 of 5.33 and, therefore, could not be rejected.
Therefore, one can assume that the data correspond with the Birnbaum model, where the levels of "sensory stress" are represented by two scales. The "sensory stress" represents the complexity of the task. Thus an interesting analogy results in the interpretation of the scales of the Birnbaum model as item difficulty and item discriminating power in the psychological theory of mental tests (see Lord & Novick, 1968) . But here, the interpretation of the scales shall not be investigated further. The calculation of the values of the test statistic was done with a FORTRAN program at the Rechenzentrum der Universitat Regensburg.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
(1) Although most models use two categories, the proposed goodness of fit tests are also applicable to multicategory models. For example, it is possible that the experimenter at each trial selects a subset of a finite set of stimuli and presents it to the subject. The task of the subject is to choose one stimulus (multichoice paradigm).
(2) The estimation of the unknown parameters of the model makes sense only if the model is correct. If the model has to be rejected for experimental data, the tedious estimation procedure is to no purpose. An advantage of this approach is that the explicit estimation of the unknown parameters is not necessary for testing the goodness of fit.
(3) A possible development of this work concerns the case of unequal response categories. If for different factor combinations the number of response categories is different, applicability of the proposed test statistics is not secured. Though it is assumed that the theory can be extended to this case, it still has to be investigated.
